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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

BUSINESS FRANCE
www.businessfrance.fr

Business France is the national agency supporting the
international development of the French economy,
responsible for fostering export growth by French
businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating
international investment in France.
It promotes France’s companies, business image and
nationwide attractiveness as an investment location, and
also runs the VIE international internship program.
Business France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and
in 58 countries throughout the world, who work with a
network of partners.
Since January 2019, as part of the reform of the state
support system for exports, Business France has given
private partners responsibility for supporting French SMEs
and mid-size companies in the following markets: Belgium,
Hungary, Morocco, Norway, the Philippines and Singapore.
For further information, please visit:
www.businessfrance.fr @businessfrance.fr
https://events-export.businessfrance.fr/euroshop2020/

La French Tech represents the French startup ecosystem
including startups, public organizations, incubators,
investors and corporations.
It is a government-backed movement bolstering France as
one of the best countries in the world to start, scale, invest
and work for global tech champions. La French Tech is also
the nickname for all the people committed to the growth
of this ecosystem wherever in the world they come from.
More info can be found here: www.joinlafrench.tech
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EuroShop
The World’s No. 1 Retail Trade Fair

16 – 20 February 2020
Düsseldorf, Germany • www.euroshop.de
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SHOP CONCEPT
& SERVICES
Booth 11G64

France, Poland, China, Turkey, Spain

#shopfitting

SHOP CONCEPT & SERVICES, SHOPFITTING SPECIALIST
OF RETAIL STORE.
Shop Concept & servieces : It's more than 30 years
experience of high quality manufacturing all over the world.
Our branches and our international networks allow us to
offer development, production, storage and deployment
solutions on all continents.
Provide turn key services to our client is our main objective
while respecting our commitments CORPORATE
SOCIAL RESPONSABILITIES.
Clients: In France and internationally, we operate in fashion,
food, hospitality industry (franchise and independent),
jewelry industry, etc.

Alain MOLINARI
General Manager
amolinari@shopconcept.fr

ALKEMICS
Booth 7ae07-3

France, UK

#DigitalCollaborationPlatformForRetail

Alkemics is a collaborative platform between Brands and
Retailers. Our intuitive platform helps them digitalize,
collect, and share product data in a single and secure place.
Today, >16,000 brands collaborate with >90% of the French
grocery retail market through the platform.
It is based on a flexible data model, allowing us to adapt
to the ever-growing needs of different industries such
as parapharmacy, selective perfumery, travel retail, out
of home business, DIY verticals. After entering the UK
market in 2018, we are growing on the international stage.
Clients: Waitrose, Tesco, Ocado, Sainsbury's, Casino,
E.Leclerc, Système U, Intermarché, Auchan, Carrefour,
Métro, Schiever.

Arnaud FLEISCHER
Sales Director
afleischer@alkemics.com

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020
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DIRECT MARKET
Booth 7ae07-7

France

Sebastien PELKA
CEO & Co-Founder
spelka@direct-market.fr

#WereNotScrewedYet

Direct Market offers the only solution to manage the supply
of local products via an online secured shop for retailers
where producers and products are referenced. Once
retailer has placed an order, we take care of picking up
the production, order preparation and delivery to retailers.
We provide the logistic flows traceability and products
monitoring by using blockchain technology.
We manage secure billing and payment through the ACPR
certification delivered by French Central bank.
We do not negotiate producer prices. We do not receive
1 euro returning to the producer because payments are
deposited in escrow accounts.
We have developed an automated pricing system that
allows a full transparency in the entire distribution chain.
Direct Market is a flexible and adaptable solution: a retailer
who connects Direct Market to his existing flows will be
able to certify the share he gives to each producer.
Clients: Intermarché, Cora, Auchan, Monoprix, Carrefour.

KYLII KIDS
Booth 7ae07-1

France, Spain, UK, Switzerland,
United Arab Emirates

Antoine NUGER
Partner & sales director
antoine@kylii-kids.com

#retailtainment

Kylii Kids is the leader for interactive and digital kids
corners.
We support our clients in the design, installation and
maintenance of interactive and digital play areas to
dynamically attract, entertain and retain families.
We already deployed 900 solutions in 20 countries.
Our mission? To drive traffic, increase sales, improve
customer experience and complement marketing
activations.
Our low maintenance plug & play and international secured
solutions perform across all sectors and within any space.
We offer augmented reality games, virtual reality games,
multiplayer touch games, interactive floor with more than
150 games and renewal experiences all year long.
Client s: Primark, Foot Locker, Apparel Group,
Nahdi, Ceetrus, SCC, Hammerson, ECE, Kiabi, Petit
Bateau, E.Leclerc, Tape à l'Oeil, Carrefour Property,
Galeries Lafayette, PicwicToys, Beaumanoir Group, les
mousquetaires group, Mercialys, Decathlon.
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ONESTOCK
Booth 7ae07-6

UK, France

Nick JOHN

#OMS

OneStock is the agile Order Management System (OMS)
dedicated to retailers which enables them to: increase
order volumes, sell stock faster, increase profitability,
optimise shipping costs and provide an improved in-store
and online customer experience.
Unify all stock to deploy omnichannel and highly profitable
services such as Ship from Store, Order in Store, Click &
Collect, Reserve & Collect, Returns Management, Delivery
Promise etc.
Clients: LVMH, Sport2000, Ted Baker, Phase Eight,
Intersport, Orchestra, Pimkie, Kaporal Jeans, Whistles,
WHSmith, Reiss, Accessorize, Radley London, Camaïeu,
Eram, Jules/Brice, ÏDKIDS, Truffaut, Monsoon Accessorize,
Imperial Fashion, Jigsaw.

Omnichannel Solutions Director
njohn@onestock-retail.com

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020

SILKPAY
Booth 7AE07-4

France, Italy, US

#MobilePayments

Silkpay provides digital payment solutions to European
and US merchants to accept chinese mobile payments
(Alipay, WeChat Pay and China Unionpay). Our universal
payment QR code solution allows merchants to accept
multiple wallets with one single QR code. Besides payment,
Silkpay helps merchants to connect with 1 billion Chinese
consumers through digital marketing and communication
services.
Clients: Pylônes, Franprix, Drugstore Parisien, Leroy Merlin,
Pierre Marcolini, Accor Group, Frette, Pomme de Pain, Inès
de la Fressange, Barbara Bui, Ami Paris, De Fursac, Merci
Jérôme, Aéroport de Nice et de Côte d'Azur, Monge,
Moutai, Miki house.

Annie GUO
CEO
jgu@silkpay.fr

Damiano RINALDI
CTO
dri@silkpay.fr
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SMARTPIXELS
Booth 7ae07-8

France

Quentin YAN

#CustomerExperience

SmartPixels is a startup based in Paris that develops retail
and online customer experiences.
Every experience we create is based on two important
factors: how the product is visualized, and how the
customer interacts with it.
The three main use cases are: promoting a customization
offer, showcasing all the product range, tell stories on
the product.
Besides retail experiences, we offer an online platform
that gives access to any product visuals. The user selects
a product, edits any part by choosing textures and colors
and downloads the product visuals in any format.
Clients: Berluti, Chloé, Hermès, Louboutin, Stella
McCartney, Dom Perignon.

Business Developer
quentin.yan@smartpixels.fr

VALUEMENT
Booth 7ae07-5

Italy, Russia, Romania, France, United
Arab Emirates, Poland, Denmark

Gaël QUEMENER
CEO
gael.quemener@valuement-group.com

#WeSpeakRetail

Valuement is an international consulting company
specialized in the retail industry and divided into two units:
The consulting business unit aims at the improvement of
the organizational and operational efficiency.
The auditing business unit verifies the correct application
of business processes while ensuring the compliance with
company’s policies.
Constantly growing, the company is currently operating
in almost ten countries worldwide.
Thanks to the merger of a deep knowledge of the retail
industry dynamics with business consulting competences,
Valuement enables the recovery of more than € 200 Millions
of economic benefits for its clients.
Clients: More than 80 retail brands : Intermarché,
BricoMarché, Carrefour, Auchan, Metro C&C, COOP,
Finiper, Adéo Group, Castorama, Ikea, Conforama, Toys’R
Us, MediaWorld, X5, Pam, Leroy Merlin etc.

Stefano FRASSÀ
General Manager Valuement France
stefano.frassa@valuement-group.com
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V-CULT
Booth 7ae07-1

France, China

#VirtualReality

V-Cult is a B2B agency specializing in virtual reality,
augmented reality and 3D web. It provides immersive
solutions to help companies fulfill their digital transformation
and boost their enterprise performance.
These professional solutions are structured around three
main pillars: decision-making (architectural visualisation,
product design, merchandising planification), corporate
education & training, customer journey both on the point
of sale and online (storytelling, product marketing, sales
tools).
Clients: Moët Hennessy, Kering Group, Balmain, Etam,
Decathlon, E.Leclerc, Picwic Toys, Dickson Constant,
AccorHotels, EDF, Saint-Gobain.

Tom GAUTHIER
CEO & founder
tom.gauthier@v-cult.com

Samuel MOUND
Marketing & Communication
samuel@v-cult.com

ACTIVEVIAM
Booth 7ae15-4

#RetailPriceOptimization

ActiveViam for Pricing leverages top-of-the-line data
science and analytics technology to offer a comprehensive,
interactive and customizable price optimization solution.
ActiveViam for Pricing integrates insights derived from ML
and AI technology and action them through flexible price
rules to help retailers improve their competitiveness and
protect their margins.
Clients: Leroy-Merlin, Monoprix, Intermarché and Feu Vert.

US, France, UK, Singapore, China

Julien GAUTIER
Marketing Director
jga@activeviam.com

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020
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ALCMÉON
Booth 7ae15-7

Alcméon
France

Bertrand STEPHANN
CEO
bertrand.stephann@alcmeon.com

Valérie DAOUD HENDERSON
COO
vdh@alcmeon.com

Johanna BLOENNIGEN
International Development Director
johanna.bloennigen@alcmeon.com

BEAMY
Booth 7ae15-3

France (Station F)

Edoaurd DOSSOT
COO & Co-founder
edouard.dossot@beamy.io

#BusinessMessaging

Messaging is becoming the new consumer reflex:
customers want to communicate with businesses exactly
like they do with their friends and family. Alcméon is a SaaS
platform that lets retailers reinvent and improve Customer
Experience thanks to business messaging.
With Alcméon, our best-of-breed business messaging
solution for the entire customer journey, brands and retailers
can deliver a premium CX in marketing, e-commerce and
customer care across all messaging channels 24/7 at scale.
Alcméon helps enterprises centralise all messages
(Facebook, Messenger, Apple Business Chat, WhatsApp,
GoogleMyBusiness, Twitter, Instagram, WeChat,…) in
the same place to respond quickly and meaningfully to
consumers. Our powerful hybrid technology combines
seamlessly intelligent automation, AI, chatbots and human
intervention to reduce costs and increase customer
satisfaction.
Alcméon is an Apple Business Chat CSP, a Facebook
Marketing Partner and Google Business Message Partner.
Clients: Carrefour, Galeries Lafayette, Oui.sncf, Orange,
Christian Dior, Hublot, Europcar, etc.
Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020

#TechIntelligencePlatform

Kyriba for finance, Talentsoft for recruitment, iAdvize for
customer service ... large corporations are already using
hundreds of SaaS to accelerate their digital transformation.
Their information system is being fragmented and severely
renewed (+ 30% of changes per yr), making its monitoring
almost impossible (+50% of SaaS are not referenced by
central teams). The impact? A lack of alignment around
the digital roadmap, a rise of compliance & security risks,
and budget losses.
With a unique continuous SaaS audit technology, Beamy
enables CIOs to provide their organization with a complete
and up-to-date technology repository. Then Beamy
governance platform comes to facilitate collaboration
between internal teams and SaaS editors. DPOs can
monitor SaaS editors’ compliance and require them to
take actions, Purchasing teams can analyze functional
overlaps and suggest optimizations, Digital teams can
source new solutions evaluating potential synergies with
existing solutions.
Clients: FnacDarty, Casino Group, ID Group, Boulanger,
Pimkie.
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EURECAM
Booth 7ae15-2

France

Thomas CARRIERE

#peoplecounter

EURECAM is a French company that specialises in designing
and manufacturing high quality people counting sensors.
We are working in people counting field for more than
15 years.
Our products are mainly used to count visitors in various
places, such as stores, shopping malls, museums, libraries,
airports, etc.
We would be pleased to bring you our expertise in your
people counting projects.
Clients: Leroy Merlin (Poland), The Phone House (The
Netherlands), Telenor (Denmark + Sweden), Immobilière
Robinson (Shopping Centers Thailand), Givenchy, Alinéa,
Kitchen Shmidt, Disneyland Paris, Museum Of Mucem
Marseille, Petit Palais, Paris Nord Villepinte.

CEO
tcarriere@eurecam.net

GEMPSY
Booth 7ae15-1

France

Albert GIRARDIN
Sales Director
albert@gempsyfrance.com

#DigitalINSolutions

GEMPSY, is the proven digital point of contact devices that
increases customer experience and overall satisfaction in
retail stores.
GEMPSY offers compact and smart kiosks with a full
range of omni channel solutions dedicated to serving
the customer’s need for: Price, Product Information,
Click&Collect, Loyalty Programs, E commerce orders,
Sales Assistance calls, that increases customer satisfaction,
leverages sales and promotions.
The Estore, Eoline and Wendy devices fit conveniently
instore, are eye catching devices to raise awareness and
generate traffic. Gempsy’s durable and cost effective
kiosks are also used in various applications such as catering,
ticket offices, pharmacies, resorts, museums etc.
Clients: Alinéa, Auchan, Bricorama, Carrefour, Casino,
Grand frais, La grande récré, Le furet du nord, Monoprix,
Truffaut, Chateau de Chambord.
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LYRA
Booth 7ae15-6

France, Spain, Germany, Brazil,
Peru, Colombia, Chile, Algeria, India

Jean-Luc MOREIRA
Sales Team Leader
jl.moreira@lyra-network.com

WYND
Booth 7ae15-5

France, UK, Italy, Spain, Dubai,
Thailand

Charles CUNY
Business Development Director
ccuny@wynd.eu

#OnlinePayment

Lyra is the international partner of Excellence for companies
to build relevant, reliable, and secure payment solutions
all over the world. Recognized as leader in the French
FinTech sector, Lyra provides a 360° service including the
security of transactions and software to manage offline
and online payment. Our areas of expertise includes Point
of Sale, e-commerce, e-invoice and connected devices.
Key figures:
• Present on 4 continents
• 55 000 e-merchants use our solution
• 4 millions of POS terminal connected
• 20 billions of payment per year
• 60 Million € of Turn over
Clients: Operating company of the Eiffel Tower, Europa
Park, ERAM, Compagnie des Alpes, Just Eat, Cora, Croix
rouge Française, Alinéa, Carrefour, Ikea, B&B hotel, Total.

#OmniChannel

Consumers expect a unified experience between online
and offline.
Wynd’s Unified Commerce Platform enables retailers to
conduct their omnichannel transformation by:
• O ffering new services mixing online and offline to
increase sales (Endless Aisle, Drop shipping, Selfcheckout , Clienteling, Ship from store, E-reservation,
Click and collect, etc)
• Optimizing stock and supply chain
• Increasing Information Systems' agility to empower
business teams
• Accompanying store associate's onboarding and change
of functions
We’re the only omnichannel-first platform that allows you
to build end-to-end customer journeys within months.
From order intake to fulfillment, any of our 14 modules
(OMS, fixed and mobile point of sales, picking/packing/
shipping, workforce management …) will fit in your existing
information systems and scale as your customers’ needs
evolve.
Clients: Carrefour, Orange, Sodexo, Casino, Mr Bricolage.
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BRYANTHINGS
Booth 7ae23

France

Jonathan BRYANT
President
jonathan.bryant@bryanthings.com

BYSTAMP
Booth 7ae23

France

Yann LE BAIL
CEO
yann@bystamp.com

#DigitalRetailSolutions

Bryanthings is a Parisian Start-up designing digital POS
retail solutions for global and luxury brands: In-store
personalization, ribbon printers, engravers, product
printers, vending & gift machines.
Bryanthings is a hardware manufacturer & software
company with strong retail UX design skills for staff and
clients. We convert shoppers into online shoppers with
strong data flow.
We create a meaningful link between digital life and the
real world, adding strong value to square meters and
delivering true user experience and benefits for brands.
Global reach & implementation.
Clients: L’Oréal: Armani Beauty, YSL Beauty, Lancôme,
Laroche Posay, Diesel, Maison Margiela, Viktor & Rolph,
Urban Decay.
LVMH: Louis Vuitton, Dior, Moët & Chandon, Guerlain,
Fred, Le Bon Marché, Séphora, DFS, Kenzo, Fresh.
PUIG: Prada, Carolina Herrera, Paco Rabane
And Louboutin, Tod’s, Colette, Sisley, Louvre, Musées de
Paris, La Poste Groupe, Centre Pompidou, CMN, RMN,
Magnum Photos, Cartier, Disney, Michael Kors, Mont Blanc.

#ElectronicStamp

BYSTAMP is a new secure and universal communication
protocol that reinvents the future of ink stamp.
BYSTAMP’s KEYMO is a personal/company electronic
stamp used to authenticate someone or sign all type of
documents, process or pictures on any devices (mobile/
tablet/PC), even without network connection. It generates
a new kinematics of user experience.
As part of a stamp card, our protocol and its stamp are
perfectly adapted and free to use, to add a star on the
customer journey, replacing the QR Code.
Stamping a digital document with KEYMO during a face to
face transaction offers dual proof traceability, one on the
device who is stamped and one in KEYMO’s memory like
a transaction receipt. Our motto, « a digital evidence »…
for a safer world !
Clients: Ouifid, Editus, Fidme, ENDEL, EDF, AIRBUS,
ASSYSTEM.
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CAPENCY
Booth 7ae23

France

Maxime DELISPOSTI
CEO
m.delisposti@capadresse.com

CLOUDI-FI
Booth 7ae23

France

Damien CHASTRETTE
CEO
damien@cloudi-fi.com

#DataQuality

As a major player in the Data Quality, Capency offers
autocomplete and reliable solutions for customer contacts
in France and worldwide.
These solutions enable our 130 customer brands (37,000
equipped outlets):
• Fast data entry thanks to highly developed features
• An improvement of the User Experience in store with
a reduction of waiting time at the cash register when
entering a customer form
• A qualified database with valid data as soon as you enter
• An optimisation of marketing actions with a decrease
in the hardbounces, Undeliverable Mail or Not known
at this address rate.
Clients: Aigle, SMCP, Petit Bateau, Maisons du Monde,
Lafuma, Intersport, Camaïeu etc.

#PhygitalRetargeting

Created in 2015, Cloudi-Fi is a 100% cloud-based
SaaS service that transforms WiFi access into a new
communication channel that provides visitors with digital,
personalized and scalable services on any type of existing
infrastructure and ecosystem. We believe that WiFi stands
at the heart of the digital transformation, and Cloudi-Fi
mission is to build with retailers the next-generation WiFi
service experiences for users. Cloudi-Fi helps companies
to connect their physical customers with the digital world.
Thanks to Cloudi-Fi solution, retailers can, at the same
time, provide visitors with the convenience and relevance
of an in-store website without the need of downloading
a mobile app and enrich their customer knowledge while
being GDPR compliant. Cloudi-Fi identifies, recognizes,
retains, and brings back customers in stores all around the
world. Cloudi-Fi is used all over the world with prestigious
brands in more than 7000 points of sales. The millions of
persons using the service have received exclusive offers
and directly communicate with their brands without the
need for a middleman app company.
Clients: Systeme U, Decathlon, Nexity, Vinci, Solocal,
Ceetrus, McKesson.
Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020
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CONVERSELL
Booth 7ae23

France, Tunisia

Mehdi KHEMIRI
CEO
contact@conversell.ai

DEEPIDOO
Booth 7ae23

France, Spain

Yann FEMINIER
Co-founder
yann@deepidoo.com

#VoiceCommerce

Conversell is a pioneer solution that makes conversational
and voice commerce accessible to any retailer and
convenient for its customers.
It enables retailers to increase customer satisfaction
and engagement and drive new revenue by automating
assistance, delivering opt-in notifications and promoting
up-sell, cross-sell and re-ordering, anywhere: Google
Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Facebook Messenger, Twitter…
It offers customers real-time and convenient service
on their favorite channels: orders tracking, replies to
frequently-asked questions, easy re-ordering, personalized
recommendations…
Conversell is a plug&play SaaS solution with easy integration
via a tag and a product feed. It provides preconfigured
templates that are fully customizable, without any coding
required.
Clients: Eram, Flibustier Paris, Sofamed.

#SensoryMarketing

Retailer’s problematics: How to digitalize the customer
journey, to set up a new experience for clients in store ?
(Loyalty, wellness and sales growth).
Our solution PLAY BY DEEPIDOO allows you to pilot and
diffuse - to remotely trigger- interactives contents: Sound,
videos, fragrances, all from our web platform PLAY BY
DEEPIDOO.
Our Deepibox ( 100% Plug&Play & 100% autonomous) and
the Iconnect fragrance diffuseur are directly controled by
the web platform.
Simplicity, autonomy, customization, quality, safety, and
reliability. A word combination to perfectly define our
innovation.
Clients: Naf Naf, Cartier, Ice watch, Cassis paprika, Leclerc,
ENI / Mariott, Partouche, Porsche, Alice Delice, Lunettes
pour tous, Carre Blanc.

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020
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HUBSTAIRS
Booth 7ae23

France

Alexandre DE VIGAN
CEO
alexandre@hubstairs.com

#DynamicVisual

HUBSTAIRS is a 3D visual merchandising solution for Home
& Living businesses.
We connect retailer's products to consumers’ homes &
tastes through visual experience to increase traffic, sales
& repeat.
With our end-to-end solution:
1. You create unlimited visuals consumers need to purchase
online: 3D models, Inspirations, Packshots
2. You make contents customized for each consumer with
an interactive visual experience on your website
3. You push your products directly in consumers' homes
to transform their interiors into a visual experience for
e-commerce.
With our platform you create, manage and display all
visuals.
With HUBSTAIRS, find things you love for your home!
Clients: Conforama, LaRedoute, But, Made.com, Leroy
Merlin, Cdiscount, etc.
Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020

KEYNEOSOFT
Booth 7ae23

#NewRetailExperience

Since 2007, KEYNEOSOFT has been creating and
integrating digital solutions dedicated to New Retail
(new shopping journeys and sales channels): omnichannel
sales and OMS, innovative and mobile checkout, store staff
application, client reception in-store and dematerialized
queue.
Our solutions are modular, customizable, easily
implementable and they bring a rapid ROI.
Clients: IKEA, Bricomarché, Rougegorge, Saint Maclou,
Leroy Merlin, Marionnaud, Top Office, PicWicToys, Devred,
Micromania, Caroll, Système U, Expert et connexion.

France

Alexandre MAYAUD
CEO
amayaud@keyneosoft.fr
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LAPONI
Booth 7ae23

France

#HRTransformation

Laponi is a digital platform that allows retailers to increase
their teams productivity while optimizing their cost
structure.
The solution tackles the consequences of absenteeism,
employee turnover and under-staffed teams whilst giving
employees the opportunity of more flexible extra hours
and pay. All with the ambition of positioning human capital
as a key driver for retail growth.
Laponi is a BtoB SaaS platform. Both manager and
employee can login, candidate and create missions.
Clients: Bio C' Bon, L'Occitane, Franprix, Monoprix, La
Vie Claire, Biocoop, Yves Rocher.

Marion OLIVEIRA
CEO & Co-founder
marion@laponi.fr

SIMPLIFIELD
Booth 7ae23

US, France

#RetailExcellence

SimpliField makes it simple for innovative companies to
deliver exceptional customer experiences at scale.
Our easy-to-use, mobile-first platform helps leading
brands, retailers and wholesalers drive flawless operational
execution across many stores and locations.
We provide a one-stop-shop for real-time collaboration,
streamlined communications, enhanced visibility, and
breakthrough insights for improved store operations and
increased profitability.
Clients: LVMH, Anastasia Beverly Hills, The Webster,
L'Oréal, L'Occitane, Pfizer, Pizza Hut, KFC, Nokia, Samsung,
Sony, Estee Lauder, Asics.

Benjamin ZENOU
CEO
benjamin.zenou@simplifield.com

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020
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SMART TRAFFIK
Booth 7ae23

US, France

Laurent SIMONIN
Managing Director
lsimonin@smart-traffik.io

#OmnichannelAttribution

Smart Traffik is a French company created in 2012. Smart
Traffik has offices located in Paris, Lyon and Chicago with
a total of 40 affiliates.
Digital Marketing investments will reach in 2025 an amount
of $350 billions worldwide. 90% of those investments
are already captured by the GaFa with a total lack of
transparency.
To facing this situation, Smart TraffiK has developed a
very innovative solution, named Omnichannel Attribution
Platform (O.A.P.), to allow retailers and brands to stop
wasting digital marketing expenses.
The O.A.P., as a trusted third party, objectively measuring
the ROI and the impact of the online & offline media
campaigns. It is a high precision monitoring of the
purchasing pathway taken by the costumers & prospects.
The Main features of the OAP are :
• Measuring the ROI gained from marketing investments
• Certifying impressions
• Reconciling data
• Omnichannel and algorithm attribution
Clients: Orange, Shell, Seat, Bouygues Telecom,
Volkswagen, Celio, AXA, L’Oréal.

SMARTWAY
Booth 7ae23

France

Thomas AYDOS
Export Director
t.aydos@smartway.ai

#foodwaste

Smartway is a co-pilot to reduce retailer’s food waste.
Across Europe, Smartway is supporting hundreds of
stores by providing technological solutions for immediate
economic gains while reducing food waste.
With an app embedded in industrial barcode readers,
our tools detect products close to their sell-by dates,
print secured barcoded markdown labels and ensure the
product is sold at the best price with dynamic pricing. Our
data-driven solutions increase our customers’ margins
while sustainably tackling food waste.
Key figures:
• 30 tonnes of products saved daily
• 60 000 meals saved daily
• 65% food waste reduction on average
• +€100 000 gross margin for a €15 million supermarket
C l i e n t s : E.L e c le rc, Inte r marc hé, Sy s tè m e U,
Auchan,Carrefour, Géant Casino, Leader Price, GBH.
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SPLIO
Booth 7ae23

#MobileWallets

Splio makes it possible for brands and retailers to
communicate on their customers’ mobiles, without
installing an app, leveraging wallets, native applications
on their smartphones (iPhone and Android)
By digitising their loyalty cards, vouchers or invitations,
brands improve the user experience while creating a new
mobile communication channel through notifications,
personalised and/or geo-triggered, to boost traffic and
sales.
Clients: Air France, Galeries Lafayette, Edeka, SNCF,
Longchamp, Paris Airports, L'Oreal, Dufry, Relay, Fnac,
Lagardère.

France, Spain, Italia, China, Poland,
Germany, Netherlands, Belgium,
UK, Switzerland, Portugal

Sébastien ALEXANDRE
Head of mobile sales
salexandre@splio.com

SPREAD & COLE
Booth 7ae23

France, Germany

Olivier PRENTOUT
CEO & Founder
oprentout@spreadncole.com

#FoodSafety

Crises due to faulty products released to market lead to
value destruction.
Sometimes, food suppliers have to face major health
issues - listeria, e.coli... and, a single suspicion and bad
buzz can kill a brand.
Why ? Because consumers expect their brands to protect
them, and they choose because they trust.
Unfortunately, zero defect is impossible. So, when a
defective product goes to market, brands and retailers
have to rely on the best withdrawal and recall processes.
Spread&Cole provides a comprehensive and cloud-based
platform using GS1 standards. We help retail business
enhance and speed up recall processes, share live field
data and provide legal reporting. Suppliers and retailers
get more efficient and highly compliant with consumer
safety standards such as IFS 5.9.2 requirements. Therefore,
they save time and money.
At Spread&Cole, we build trust so our customers can do
a better business through consumer safety.
Clients: Carrefour corporate, Léa Nature.
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BELIVE.AI
Hall 14 / C19

France

#AugmentedRetail

Belive provide solutions for the retail industry to improve
physical stores operations with AI and computer vision.
We offer turnkey solutions that provide real-time data
about out of shelve situation, planogram compliance,
heat maps, price product compliance, merchandising,
team performance...
We bring a fast ROI by being affordable, with a large
functional coverage, from supply chain to checkout. Our
solution is quickly fits in an IS landscape nevertheless it
can be operated in full autonomy. We maintain the dataset
and integrate new products within 24 hours.
Clients: Wurth, Intermarché, RGIS France, Boticinal,
Faiveley Wabtec, Leroy Merlin, Système U, BJ Office, MCC.

Aurélien ESCARTIN
Co-founder & R&D Director
aescartin@belive.ai

Joined the French Tech delegation powered by
Business France @ NRF 2020

MON LUMI
Hall 3 / B50

France

Marc JUDOR
CEO
marc@mon-lumi.com

#interactiveMappingLamp

Mon LumiTM is an innovative, award winning, “All in One”
interactive mapping Lamp concept designed for malls,
stores, hotels, bars, restaurants and all sorts of public areas.
Mon Lumi provides interactive information, entertainment,
decoration and interaction directly on tables, desks and
floors by integrating all the required technology into a
Lamp, making it a technology that can finally be “seen”.
Providing various types of software versions and contents,
Mon Lumi comes with several ranges of lamps, both in
sizes & shapes, as well as applications going from simple
Mapping versions, to Interactive Mapping, and finally full
blown multitouch applications.
www.mon-lumi.com
www.ergo-concepts.fr
Clients: Accor, TGI Fridays, RTE, groupe Casino,
Intermarché, Carrefour.
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PICOM, A COMPETITIVE CLUSTER
DEDICATED TO TRADE

https://www.picom.fr/

GATHER TOGETHER
With a specific area and targeted theme, competitive clusters role is to gather together
small and big businesses, research labs and training facilities in order to develop innovation.
PICOM is the only competitive cluster in France specifically dedicated to Retail.
Retail industries – In 2012, the INSEE/PICOM study estimated at about 110.000 the jobs
within the sector « retail industry » for Nord-Pas de Calais region, that is to say 7% of total
employment versus 5% at a national level.
PICOM is in the Hauts-de-France, and Paris too since year 2015. Since 2016, PICOM
animates the national network « French Tech » on the theme of retail.
PROMOTE
Promote a global environment that is innovation and growth friendly for member
companies and offer actions that are complementary to the existing service offering in the
area of the competitive cluster.
The service offering offered by PICOM to SMEs includes:
1. Collective actions to support SMEs development on the market, at a national and
international level.
2. Creation of « RETAIL BOOSTER »: A project which aims to accelerate innovative business
start-up and marketing of innovations dedicated to retail with strategic and operational
support.
SUPPORT
By offering collaborative projects in R&D that are the base of our activity. Collaborative
clusters are committed to provide adequate resources, results of R&D research projects are
the responsibility of actors (businesses and labs) that PICOM put in contact in its role of
project engineering.
ANTICIPATE
PICOM’s approach builds on:
Shared watch with companies: PICOM has a watch platform accessible online and publishes
a weekly watch report.
Socio-economic studies, examples of studies recently lead by PICOM.

WHY
FRANCE ?
In an era driven by innovation, where creativity and
disruption are changing the
rules of the game, France
with its natural penchant
for tech innovation combined with its new generation of entrepreneurs has
created an aspiring and
thriving start-up ecosystem
that fully embraces cultural
diversity.

Over recent years, La French
Tech has been building what has
become a vibrant and dynamic
tech ecosystem and a hotbed
of talent. A start-up Republic
that keeps rewritting its laws,
facilitating scale-ups acceleration, and welcoming a diversity
of entrepreneurial talents from
all around the world to create
a powerful international dimension for future growth.

RETAIL TECH IN FRANCE

KEY INFO

E-COMMERCE REVENUE IN
FRANCE IN 2018:

10,000

STARTUPS IN FRANCE
(EY)

NEARLY

€93 billion
(FRENCH GOVERNMENT FIGURES, 2018)

In 2018, French startups
specializing in Retail Tech
raised

€803 million,

40% more than in 2017

€3.6 billion
RAISED BY FRENCH
STARTUPS IN 2018

(SPRING INVEST; LSA)

BUSINESS FRANCE
77, boulevard Saint-Jacques
75680 Paris Cedex 14
Tel. : +33 1 40 73 30 00

(EY)

EUROSHOP 2020
16-20 FEBRUARY 2020
DÜSSELDORF
Contacts in France – Head office in Paris
77 boulevard Saint-Jacques
75014 PARIS
Gaëlle DECOLNET, RetailTech Project
Manager
Tech & Innovation Services Division
Ph: +33(0)7 66 23 25 01
gaelle.decolnet@businessfrance.fr
Anthony MOCAER, RetailTech Project
Manager Assistant
Tech & Innovation Services Division
Ph: +33 (0)1 40 73 30 05
anthony.mocaer@businessfrance.fr

Contact in Germany
Etienne LE ROUX, Trade development
Advisor
etienne.leroux@businessfrande.fr

Contact in the Netherlands
Pauline MASSE, Trade development advisor
pauline.masse@businessfrance.fr

Contact in the UK
Elodie GAILLARD, Trade development advisor
elodie.gaillard@businessfrance.fr

Choose France is a registered trademark of the
French government that promotes France’s
economic attractiveness internationally.

